


KINDERGARTEN STARS

JUNIOR KG

STAR O
F THE

WEEK

Each week children from Kindergarten

are chosen by their teacher to be Star of
the Week. 

BHAYANK DESAI

ATRAYEE DE

ADITYASINH VAGHELA

DHRUVYANK DESAI



KINDERGARTEN STARS

SENIOR KG

STAR O
F THE

WEEK

Each week children from Kindergarten

are chosen by their teacher to be Star of
the Week. 

ARJAV DESAI

YUG BRAHMBHATT

FIONA VYAS

RIDHAAN SHARMA



JANMASHTAMI CELEBRATION
Janmashtami was celebrated
with great pomp and festivity
by   Kindergarteners.The aim

behind the celebration was to
bring awareness among the
children about traditional
custom while enjoying the

pranks of Lord Krishna.



JANMASHTAMI CELEBRATION
 Dressed as Radha and Krishna, the cute
little ones added a traditional touch to

the entire celebration when they
danced to the beat of Janmashtami

songs, filling the air with joy and festive
spirit. The most significant event of the

programme  “ Dahi Handi”, was also
organized for the little ones.

 



INDEPENDANCE DAY
CELEBRATION



Unity in
Diversity

 Kindergarten
celebrated Unity

in Diversity.
 Dressed in

traditional attire
of different

States of India
,they did a

cultural ramp
walk, to spread
the message of

unity in
diversity. The

students’
performance

showed patriotic
fervour on the

occasion.
 



RAKSHABANDHAN CELEBRATION
The kids in traditional attires enthusiastically participated in

tying rakhi on the wrist of their brothers, offering sweets,
performig aarti, rakhi making and colouring activities. The

vibrant, colourful attires and innocent smiles brightened the
ambience and lifted the spirit.



Making Oreo Laddoos

GANESH CHATURTHI
CELEBRAION

 Ganesh Chaturthi,  birthday of Lord
Ganesha was celebrated on  Tuesday,
30th August 2022. The children came

dressed up in yellow colour traditional
clothes. They were very thrilled and
enthusiastically moulded beautiful

Lord Ganesha Murtis out of clay. They
enjoyed making ladoos with oreo

biscuits.
The festival brought devotion,

creativity, understanding and learning.
Overall it was an enjoyable day for all.



YOGA TIME 

Yoga is  a system of
physical exercises

called asanas. They
build strength,
flexibility and
confidence. 


